
14th February, 19 78

Meeting of Officers and Executive of 1922 Committee
with Mrs Thatcher

Present:

Edward du Cann Sir Nigel Fisher

Charles Morrison Peter Hordern

Sir Paul Bryan Anthony Buck

Walter Clegg Neil Marten

Philip Goodhart David Walder

Kenneth Baker Patrick

Mark Carlisle
Mayhew

Betty Harvie Anderson

David Mitchell

Sir Bernard Braine

M.T.
H.E.A.
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E du C. Total loyalty of all those present.
Difficult period for M.T. during last 3 years.
Scene now different in run-up to election.

Would like two things.

a. M.T.s view of scene
b. advice on how colleagues can help

M.T. Spoke of crucial nature of next election. Either increase
of decrease in power of state. Callaghan becoming more
dictatorial. Union scene changing - members less
enthusiastic about highly political leaders -
on organisation, concentration on critical seats.

Baker State of party better than 3 months ago. Blacklist
and immigration good issues
On strategy:-

(i) Moving away from economics quite right
(ii) Overgovernment a good issue

(iii) Focus on opportunities in future
provided by oil.

Morrison Great deal of freedom to Shadows (e.g. Howe on Trade
Unions, Neave on bipartisanship in N.I.)
Time to bring to an end - all should say same thing.

Braine Imperative for people round M.T. all say same thing
(Geoffrey Howe again).

Fisher Shadow Cabinet not regarded outside as much of a plus.
If M.T. is thinking of making changes, they should be
soon. M.T.s office manager (or whatever) must be
ruthless in pruning engagements

Goodhart State is both too powerful and too weak (i.e. at main-
taining law and order etc).
Does not wholly agree that Shadows should all speak with
one voice - makes it all rather dull!
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Walder

Mayhew

Hordern

Shadow Cabinet a bit dreary - Communicators needed.
Impression of unity essential

Use Supply Days to annunciate policies and connect into

themes.

Shadow Bainet must back M.T.s statements, even if not
consulted.
Reshuffle needed
Immigration policy soon please

Harvie Most concerned  about level of  M.T.s engagements
Anderson

Marten Unity not uniformity should be the motto.

• Mitchell Plug for Small Business Bureau
Plans for Publicity Dept. of Central Office?

Carlisle Balance between State and individual a very important
theme.

Bryan M. T . s engagements again
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